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About MHEC

• Midwestern Higher Education Compact (MHEC)
was legislatively created and serves the Midwest 
census region (12 states)

• Governed by 60 commissioners plus commissioner alternates
• One of four regional higher education compacts 

(MHEC and New England Board of Higher Education, Southern 
Regional Education Board, and the Western Interstate 
Commission for Higher Education)

• Historically known for cost savings initiatives



MHEC Contracts
• Eligibility:

• Higher education institutions (public and private not-for-profit) within the member states of the Compact.
• Most technology contracts are available for use by member state K-12 districts and schools; cities, counties, 

local subdivisions; state government; and non-profit organizations (education-related only).
• MHEC has agreements in place with its sister compacts from NEBHE, SREB, and WICHE to allow the same 

entities in those regions to utilize the contracts.
• Areas:

• Cyber Insurance
• Property Insurance
• Health Insurance
• Technologies
• Academics (new)

• Process:
• MHEC contract awards are made using processes that are consistent with the procurement rules of the member 

states of the Compact.
• For the Creative Commons agreement, MHEC used a single feasible source (sole source) process allowing the 

contract to be awarded following a public posting process.



Contract with Creative Commons
• https://www.mhec.org/creative-commons
• Contract #: MHEC-06152021-CC 
• 15% discount for existing and custom Creative 
Commons licensing professional learning 
opportunities to staff and institutional members 
of the Midwestern Higher Education and its sister 
compacts. 

• To use the contract, simply ensure that your order 
references the contract number.

https://www.mhec.org/creative-commons


You might be interested in this contract 
if you are:
• Faculty, Instructors, and Graduate Students
• Librarians and Library Staff
• Instructional Designers and Technologists
• Directors and staff of Centers for Teaching and Learning
• Academic Leadership (Provosts, Deans, Chairs, Directors)



Contract Questions
• Learn more about MHEC Contracts
MHEC.org/contracts

• Contact
Jenny Parks
Vice President
(612) 677-2779
jennyp@mhec.org

https://www.mhec.org/contracts
mailto:jennyp@mhec.org


Today’s Presenter
• Cable Green
Director of Open Education
Creative Commons



Creative Commons Professional 
Learning Opportunities for 

Consortia Members

Jenny Parks: Vice President: Policy & Research @ MHEC

Cable Green: Director of Open Education @ CC



Unless otherwise noted, this presentation is licensed under a 
Creative Commons  Attribution 4.0 International License.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/




Nonprofit organization
Open copyright licenses

Founded in 2001
Operates worldwide
48 Country Chapters



CC’s Vision:

A world where knowledge and culture 
are equitably shared in ways that serve 
the public interest.

”Mid-level Solar Flare” by NASA Goddard Photo and Video is licensed under CC BY 2.0



CC Public 
Domain Tools

CC Open 
Licenses



puts the “ open ” in OER



Through workshops, consultations and 
our CC Certificates , we help community 
members  develop open licens ing 
expertise, and a deeper unders tanding 
of recommended practices  for sharing.



certificates.creativecommons.org



The CC Certificate offers  in-depth 
courses  about CC licenses , open 
practices  and the ethos  of sharing in our 
global, digital commons . The courses  
include readings , quizzes , discuss ions , 
and practical exercises  to develop 
learners ’ open skills . 



We provide personalized engagement with expert facilitators and 
copyright lawyers  in the field, and offer a  1:25 ratio of facilitators  to 
course participants .

We offer CC Certificate courses  on three tracks : (1) Certificate for 
Educators , (2) Certificate for Academic Librarians , and (3) 
Certificate for GLAM (galleries , libraries , archives  and museums).

The three Certificate courses  are s imilar up until the final unit, 
where content, discuss ion and project prompts  vary. The final unit 
for Educators focuses on open pedagogy , the Librarians unit 
focuses on open access , and the GLAM unit focuses  on the 
process  for legally opening access  to content in galleries , libraries , 
archives  and museums.



We encourage cross-course discuss ions  and information sharing in 
our optional webinars  and collective Slack channel for all courses .

CC issues  digital credentials  to participants  who complete courses  
with 90/100 points .

Schedule: Courses  typically s tart in J anuary, J une and September.

The next online courses  s tart on September 27, 2021.





71.5% of alumni polled use knowledge they gained 
from the course at least weekly .

86% of alumni polled use knowledge they gained from 
the course at least quarterly .

Since graduating, 62% are consulted by colleagues 
as an open licensing expert .

89.4% of people who enroll in an online Certificate 
course graduate . Over 994 people have taken the 
Certificate, with 889 graduates from 56 countries.



Impact

Histogram by Jonathan Poritz, licensed CC BY SA 4.0, available at: 
https://poritz.net/j/cc/cert/assess/

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://poritz.net/j/cc/cert/assess/


Creative Commons is pleased to offer 
a 15% discount to MHEC, SREB, 
WICHE and NEBHE consortia and 
member institution purchase orders for 
all CC professional learning 
opportunities!

https://www.mhec.org/contracts/academic/creative -commons

https://www.mhec.org/sites/default/files/resources/MHECtech_academic_contracts.pdf

https://www.mhec.org/contracts/academic/creative-commons
https://www.mhec.org/sites/default/files/resources/MHECtech_academic_contracts.pdf


Option 1: CC Certificate Courses (online)

• CC Certificate Online

• Cost: $425 / participant 

• Registration: open for September, 2021

• Individual: Directions to self -register for an online CC Certificate 
courses with the discount (on the MHEC contract).

• Single Invoice / Bulk Purchase: discuss advantages
• certificates@creativecommons.org, + cc: 

jennryn@creativecommons.org, cable@creativecommons.org



Option 2: CC Certificate Bootcamps

• Bootcamps are one-week, intensive workshops, which cover the 
CC Certificate course content. 

• Bootcamps are developed for host institutions, and host 
institutions are responsible for selecting their participants.

• Bootcamps use the CC Certificate curriculum and include more 
collaborative work among participants than in the online courses.



Option 2: CC Certificate Bootcamps

• In-person bootcamps offer one-week, intensive workshops for 15 
participants at a host institution. Participants must read the CC 
Certificate course content (5 units) before attending the training. 

• Costs: approximately $18,275 / host institution. In-person 
bootcamps are currently on hold due to COVID.

• Online bootcamps offer one-week and two-week intens ive 
workshops  for up to 50 participants  affiliated with a hos t 
ins titution. Participants  mus t read the CC Certificate course 
content (5 units ) before attending the training. 

• Cos ts : approximately $13,600 / hos t ins titution.



Option 3: Custom CC Workshops

• CC workshops provide professional learning opportunities on 
institution selected elements of open licensing, open education, 
open access, and how to get involved in open movements. These 
workshops can be catered to meet host -institution instructional 
needs, and range from partial day, full -day to multi -day events.

• Costs: The costs depend on scope of work, the length of the 
training and the number of participants, but would include the 
15% discount noted above.

• CC workshops do not grant CC Certificates upon completion.



certificates@creativecommons.org

jennryn@creativecommons .org
cable@creativecommons .org



Q&A
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